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We are Superfolk.

We are a team of designers and makers, recognised internationally for designing 

simple, beautiful material-led objects.

Our mission to share our passion for our environment is deeply infused in all 

we do. We believe in breaking down the walls that contain us and uncovering 

the strange, wild beauty of our natural world. From furniture to paper products, 

printed fabrics to ceramics, we shape our products around the characteristics of 

our raw materials. Imbued with poetry and optimism for sustainable living we 

make quality, durable goods from natural materials that embrace use and the 

passing of time.

www.superfolk.com





A family of copper candle stick holders in three sizes. Inspired by a meandering 

river, the embodiment of all that is simple and beautiful in nature. The river 

gently navigates the landscape. Its path is constantly improving and evolving. It 

is calm and restless at same time. 

M E A N D E R
C A N D L E  H O L D E R



meander candle holder (small, holds up to 3 candles)



meander candle holder (small)



meander candle holder (medium, holds up to 6 candles)



meander candle holder (medium)





meander candle holder (large, holds up to 9 candles)







Bring the sea home;  a collection of hand made botanical prints inspired by clear 

bright mornings  seaweed foraging in the ice cold waters of the Atlantic. Hang 

as a set or make a  single bold statement. Crisp, elegant shapes are softened by 

delicate colour variations. Each print block is cut by hand and hand printed onto 

a 50gr handmade Japanese washi paper from Awagami Factory in Tokushima, 

Japan, where they have been making washi papers for eight generations.

Seaweed Collection: Block Prints on Washi Paper . Wild Sea Collection 

includes Dillisk, Kombu Kelp, Sea Spaghetti, Atlantic Wakame, Channel 

Wrack, Bladder Wrack. 

W I L D  S E A 
B L O C K  P R I N T S





Wild Sea block print on washi paper (Atlantic Wakame)





Wild Sea block print on washi paper (Bladderwrack, Channelled Wrack)

Wild Sea block print on washi paper (opposite Kombu Kelp)







Wild Sea block print on washi paper (Dillisk)



Wild Sea block print on washi paper (Sea Spaghetti)



Wild Sea Notecards Set (with Princeton Architectural Press)





A family of three wooden trivets;  inspired by lazy Sunday dinners and the long 

shadows cast by a winter sun. Use your trivet to rest a hot pot on in an informal 

table setting. The simple, satisfying forms are assembled from segments of 

wooden petals, bound together to create a flexible whole.

T R I V E T





Large Ash Trivet





Radial Oak Trivet



Ring Beech Trivet



Forest Shelter Collection: Block Prints on Washi Paper

Inspired by the care and shelter of a forest canopy on a rainy west of Ireland day.

Each print block is cut by hand and hand printed onto a 50gr handmade 

Japanese washi paper from Awagami Factory in Tokushima, Japan, where they 

have been making washi papers for eight generations.

C A N O P Y 
B L O C K  P R I N T S





Large Block Print (Autumnal Beech) on washi paper





Our design studio is led by the husband and wife team of Jo Anne Butler, an 

artist and architect and Gearoid Muldowney, a craft designer. 

retail@superfolk.com
+353 87 7982495

C O N T A C T  U S
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